**PROPOSED INTERIOR PARTITIONING OF NCA OFFICES**

**12TH FLOOR CEILING PLAN**

**NOTES**

**general**

In case drawings are not clear for any quantity, quantities shall be taken from the shop drawings. Piping and fittings shall be coordinated with the electrical work.

**construction**

The form and material shall be supplied by the contractor. All plumbing to be installed in accordance with the specifications. All plumbing connections to be made with neoprene gaskets and double clamps. All plumbing shall be equipped with a full range of inspection chambers.

**structural**

All steel joists and beams shall be fabricated and supplied by the contractor. All steel joists and beams shall be designed and calculated as per the code of practice.

**mechanical**

All air conditioning units shall be supplied and installed by the contractor. All air conditioning units shall be designed and calculated as per the code of practice.

**electrical**

All electrical work shall be designed and calculated as per the code of practice. All electrical work shall be coordinated with the plumbing work.

**fire fighting**

Provide 4x9kg litres water CO2 fire extinguishers on every floor. Provide a 1x30m hydraulic Hose-real, on every floor. Provide a 1130 litres reserve tank with a booster pump.

**plumbing**

All plumbing & drainage work to comply with P.H specifications. All inspection chambers covers and framing shall be cast iron to be encased in 150mm concrete sorround. All underground drainage work shall be designed and calculated as per the code of practice.

**reamarks**

No cutting of concrete without express approval of the Architect. No chases for pipes will be allowed in the slabs. Minimum slope in the drain pipes to be 1%. All inspection chambers covers and framing shall be cast iron to be encased in 150mm concrete sorround. All underground drainage work shall be designed and calculated as per the code of practice.

**all wall panels**

For all R.C works, refer to SE's details. All walls less than 200mm thick to be reinforced with hoop iron at every alternate course. For all R.C works, refer to SE's details. All walls less than 200mm thick to be reinforced with hoop iron at every alternate course.

**all external walls**
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12TH FLOOR PLAN

1. MOTHERS ROOM - Will have two Isolation cubicles, a refrigerator, a resting area (couch) and a washing. Once completed should also have a dedicated microwave, TV/monitor.

2. RESOURCE CENTRE, CALL CENTRE, MOTHERS ROOM STORES AND REGISTRIES: To have full length walls.